In this paper, we consider the parameter estimation of the Marshall-Olkin extended Burr XII (MOEBXII) distribution, which is a generalization of the Burr XII distribution. For the estimation of the parameters in the MOEBXII, maximum likelihood (ML) is available. However, this is not robust estimator. In this paper we proposed a robust estimator based on M estimation method to estimate the parameters of the MOEBXII distribution. We perform a small simulation study to illustrate the performance of proposed method. We also reanalyze two data sets to asses the capability of the robust estimators over the ML and LS estimators.
Introduction
The Burr XII distribution [3] appears very often in practice when modelling unimodal data. Several researchers have investigated various inference problems using Burr distribution as it has been found useful in the study of actuarial science [11] , economics [15] , life testing and reliability, [1] , [16] , [17] , failure time modeling [8] among others. The relationship between the Burr distribution and the various other distributions, is summarized by [18] and [21] .
In the literature, various methods have been used to generalize Burr XII distribution. In addition Marshall and Olkin [14] introduced a method of adding a new parameter into a family of distributions. The resulting distribution is known as Marshall Olkin extended distribution. It is obtained as follows:
Let F (x) = 1 F (x) denote the survival function of a continuous random variable X. Then, the corresponding Marshall-Olkin (MO) extended distribution has survival function de…ned by
YEŞIM GÜNEY AND OLCAY ARSLAN where > 0 and = 1 . The new family contains the initial family as a particular case, obtained when = 1.
There have been various studies reported in the literature dealing with the parameter estimation methods for Burr XII distribution. ML estimation of parameters for …tting Burr distribution to life test data has been studied by [22] and [23] . ML and maximum product of spacings (MPS) methods were compared by [19] . In addition, estimation of parameters in the presence of outliers for a Burr XII distribution with LS, ML and MPS methods were compared by [9] . The minimum variance linear unbiased estimators (MVLUE), the best linear invariant estimators (BLIE) and the maximum likelihood estimators (MLE) based on n-selected generalized order statistics are presented for the parameters of the Burr XII distribution by [13] . An alternative robust estimation methods based on M estimators and optimal B-robust estimation method for the parameters of Burr XII distribution have been proposed by [4] and [5] , respectively. However, there is not much work for MOEBXII distribution. The parameters of MOEBXII distribution was estimated by using ML estimation method by [2] . However, it is well established that in the presence of outliers in the data, the traditional methods do not provide reliable estimations. Therefore robust estimation methods can be used for the parameters of the MOEBXII distribution if the data contains outliers.
In this paper, we propose a robust estimation procedures based on M-estimation method to estimate the parameters of the MOEBXII distribution. This is done by changing LS objective function with robust objective function and minimizing it. We compare the performance of the method with the ML and LS estimation methods by a simulation study and real data examples.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows; In section 2, we described the MOEBXII distribution. The maximum likelihood estimator and least square estimator are provided in sections 3. In section 4, simulation results are presented. In Section 5, we reanalyze two data sets for illustrative purpose. Finally, conclusions are given in section 6.
Marshall-Olkin Extended Burr XII Distribution
A random variable X is said to have a Burr XII distribution with shape parameters c > 0 and k > 0 if its probability density function (pdf) is given by
The cumulative density function (cdf) of X is given by
Substituting (2.2) in (1.1) we obtain a Marshall-Olkin Extended Burr XII distribution denoted by M OEBXII( ; c; k) with the following pdf and cdf
where ,c and k > 0 [2] . Note that the MOEBXII distribution is an extended model to analyze more complex data and it generalizes some of the distributions. In particular for = 1 MOEBXII becomes Burr XII distribution with two parameters c and k. And also, when c = 1, the MOEBXII becomes the Marshall-Olkin extended Lomax distribution. Clearly, MOEBXII distribution is more ‡exible than the Burr XII distribution, because of the presence of the shape parameter. Figure 1 shows the plots of pdf for MOEBXII distribution for some values of the parameters. For more details, see [2] . 
Estimation of the Parameters of MOEBXII Distribution
In this study to estimate ; c and k, we consider ML, LS and robust estimation methods.
3.1. Maximum Likelihood Estimation of MOEBXII Distribution. Let x = (x 1 ; x 2 ; :::; x n ) be a random sample from M OEBXII( ; c; k). In order to estimate the parameters of the MOEBXII distribution, the log-likelihood of the sample is maximized with respect to the parameters. Log-likelihood function can be written as
The associated nonlinear loglikelihood system for MLE's is
Notice that there are no explicit solutions to (3.2),(3.3) and (3.4) . Hence, numerical methods are applied to solve the required equations.
Least Squares Estimation
Method of MOEBXII Distribution. In this section we will discuss the least squares method for estimating ; c and k. As for the Burr XII distribution [4] , LS estimation method can be used as an alternative to the ML estimation method to estimate the parameters of the MOEBXII distribution. The LS method is a combination of parametric (F ) and non-parametric b F distribution functions. The procedure attempts to minimize the following function with respect to ; c and k
Since the cdf of MOEBXII does not have a linear form according to the parameters, it will be di¢ cult to minimize the equation (3.6) . For this reason, we get the linear form of F (x) : To obtain the linear form of F (x) ; we use the following transformation
Instead of minimizing the squares of the di¤erence between the b F ( ) and F ( ), we minimize the squares of the di¤erence between the linear form of F ( ) and the same
where X (i) is the i: order statistics of the random sample of the size n from MOE-BXII distribution. Hence for the MOEBXII distribution, to obtain thee LS estimates b LS ; b c LS ;and b k LS of the parameters ; c and k we can de…ne the following objective function:
where y (i) = log log
The goal is to …nd ; c and k that minimize the objective function. This requires us to …nd the values of ; c and k such that
(3.10)
3.3. Robust Estimation for the MOEBXII Distribution. We observe that, as in the Burr XII distribution case, the score functions for c and k are unbounded function of x. This implies that the ML estimators for c and k may be a¤ected from outliers in data. It is also happens for the LS estimators as well since the objective function for the LS method and the corresponding score functions are unbounded function of x. This can be easily checked from the equation (3.3)-(3.4) and (3.10)- (3.11) . Therefore in the presence of outliers, instead of using ML or LS estimation methods robust methods should be used to get estimators that are not sensitive to the outliers. In this paper we proposed a robust estimation method based on M estimation method proposed by Huber [10] . In this method we will use a objective function, say as in used in robustness theory which is less decreasing than square function or bounded to reduced the e¤ect of outliers on the estimators. The method will be carried out as follows. We will be minimize following objective function with respect to the parameters of interest instead of minimizing of the objective function given in equation (3.8) or maximizing the loglikelihood function given in equation
(3.12) By taking the derivatives of the objective function Q with respect to the parameters we obtain following equations
(3.15) There many functions used in robust statistical analysis. However, since Huber's and Tukey's functions are widely used in literature we will use Huber's and Tukey's functions. This functions are
respectively. Here b 1 and b 2 are called the robustness tuning constants After rearranging the equations (3.13), (3.14) and (3.15 ) these estimates can also be obtained by solving the nonlinear equations:
where ! i 's are the weights. When the Huber's function is used, the weights will be
(3.21) If the Tukey's function is used, the weights will be
Simulation Study
Generating data from the MOEBXII distribution. For the Burr distribution the data generating procedures are available in literature (e.g., random('burr',c,k) code in Matlab). However for the MOEBXII distribution, we can not be able to see any available data generating procedures. Therefore, before the simulation study we will give a brief outline of the data generating scheme use in our simulation study for the MOEBXII distribution.
We generate the data from the MOEBXII distribution by using Inverse Transform Method. First we generate random numbers u 1 ; u 2 ; :::; u n from the uniform distribution on the interval (0; 1). Then we …nd the inverse of cdf of the MOEBXII distribution F 1 ( ) for any given ; c and k values and calculate the value F 1 (u i ) for i = 1; 2; :::; n:
Next, we provide a small simulation study to compare the performance of the estimation methods given in section 3. We generate N=100 samples of size n (n = 20, n = 40, and n = 100) from the MOEBXII distribution. We have taken parameter values ( ; c; k) = (3; 1; 1); (3; 1; 2); (3; 2; 1); (3; 2; 2); (3; 3; 3); (5; 1; 1); (5; 1; 2); (5; 2; 1) and (5; 2; 2).
To assess the performance of the methods, we calculated the bias and the RMSE for the estimates of = ; c and k obtained from the simulated data sets
Robust estimations of the parameters are obtained with tuning constant b 1 = 3:5 for Huber's function and b 2 = 1:345 for Tukey's function.
The results of our simulation study are presented in the Tables 1-6. In the tables, we present the bias and RMSE for the estimators obtain from the methods described in Section 3.
The results of our simulation study for the data sets without outliers are presented in the Tables 1-3 . This results show that all estimation methods considered in this paper perform well in estimating the parameters of the MOEBXII distribution when the data sets do not contain any outliers. However the robust estimator based on Tukey's function generally outperforms others in terms of the bias and RMSE. In addition, the average bias and RMSE of all the estimators of the parameters c and k generally decrease as n increases. Table 1 The Bias and RMSE (Parenthesis) for n = 20
Parameter ML LS Huber Tukey Table 4 -6 list the bias and RMSE for the data sets with outliers. For the sample size n = 20, there is one outlier, for the sample sizes n = 40 and n = 100, there are two and four outliers, respectively. The outliers are taken 100 largest observation. From Tables 4-6, we observe that outliers induce a large in ‡uence on the bias and RMSE of the ML and LS estimators. In particular the ML and LS estimators compared to the robust estimators are drastically e¤ected from the outliers when the number of outliers is four.
The simulation results in Tables 4-6 clearly indicates that the robust estimator based on Tukey's function has the smallest bias in all cases and smallest RMSE in most of the cases with outliers. In addition, the robust estimator based on Huber's function outperforms LS and ML estimator in terms of bias and RMSE when the data set contains outlier. For example it can be seen from Tables 4-6 that the largest di¤erence of bias for parameter c arises in Table 4 for the cases (3,2,2) and (5, 2, 2) and for the parameter k the same happens for the cases (5,1,2) and (5,2,1). Similarly we can observe superiority of the robust estimators in terms of bias and RMSE in Tables 5-6 .
Finally in Table 6 we observe that when the number of outliers increases, the LS and the ML estimators dramatically worsen compared to the robust estimators. It can be seen that bias and the RMSE values are very large for the LS and ML estimators. 
Real Data Examples
In this section, we consider two real life data sets to illustrate the proposed methods and verify how our estimators work in practice. The …rst one is presented in [12] and related to the failure times of 20 mechanical components. The second data set is electrical insulating described in [12] in which the length of time until breakdown. 5.1. Failure Time Data Set. Failure time data set has been considered by [4] to illustrate the performance of the proposed robust estimators for the parameters of the Burr XII distribution and by [5] to illustrate the proposed Optimal B-robust estimators for the parameters of the Burr XII distribution. The data set has been also used by [20] to illustrate the potential of the Burr XII power series distributions. The data set contains the failure times of 20 mechanical components. The parameter estimations obtained from the ML, LS and proposed robust estimation methods are given in Table 7 . The …tted pdfs and histogram of the failure time data set are given in Figure 2 . From Figure 2 , we can observe that the data set contains a potential outlier. It has also been observed from Figure 2 that the ML and LS estimators are heavily distorted by this single outlier. However, the robust estimators do not seem very a¤ected by the outliers. In particularly, the robust estimator based on Tukey's function provides better …t than the others in terms of modeling the data. We can observe that the …tted density obtained from Tukey seems summarizing data more accurant than the others. On the other hand, clearly the …tted density obtained from ML is a¤ected by the outliers and it is not provided a good …t to the data. It is not catching the pick of the data. It may be said that ML method is underestimating the parameters. The …tted density obtained from the robust estimator based on Huber's function is also seem better than that of ML and LS …ts. In summary, the performance of the robust methods in terms of the …tting density to the data seems quite satisfactory.
5.2.
Electrical Insulating Data Set. The electrical insulating data set has been already considered by [2] to illustrate the MOEBXII distribution. The data set is consist of electrical insulating described in [12] in which the lenght of the time until breakdown recorded. The data set is analyzed at 34 kilovolts with sample size n = 19 in this application. The ML estimation method is used to estimate the parameters of this distribution and the results are found as (4; 0:9; 1:002) in the paper by Al-Saiari et al. [2] . Alternative to the ML estimator we use the LS and the robust estimation methods proposed in this paper. We also recompute the ML estimate. The results are given in Table 8 . Note that the ML estimator is very close to the estimate they have given. The other estimates are also close to the ML estimate. Note that to obtain LS and robust estimates we use the ML estimates given by [2] as the initial estimate for the algorithm. Figure 3 shows the histogram of the electrical insulating data set and …tted pdfs obtained form ML, LS, Huber and Tukey according to Table 8 .
From Figure 3 , we can observe that all estimations of the parameters are closer to each other. However, the LS estimator seems to be more e¤ected by the potential outlier than ML and robust estimators. But the di¤erence of between the estimates is not satisfactory enough to claim the superiority of the methods. To gain same more details about the data, we further use the kernel density estimation to see the overall …t to the data. We observe that the …tted densities instead of having L-shaped densities we may have unimodal skewed density. Therefore we taken di¤erent initial values for the algorithm such as ( 0 ; c 0 ; k 0 ) = (20; 1; 1) and end it up with the di¤erent estimates for the parameters given in Table 9 . The histogram of the electrical insulating data set and …tted pdfs obtained form ML, LS, Huber and Tukey according to Table 9 are given in Figure 4 . Now, we can clearly observe that the LS estimator under…t the data. It can be seen that the …tted pdf obtain from ML estimator is still L-shaped. In such cases, it might be expected that the frequencies of the smaller values would be quite large, 1,1) ) and the frequencies of the larger values would be quite small. Therefore, the …tted density obtained from ML is not provided a good …t to the data. The …tted density obtained from the robust estimator based on Huber's function is seem better than that of ML and LS …ts. Tukey would be preferable to …t this data set among others as in Failure Time Data Set example since it catch the pick better than the others.
Conclusion
In this study, alternative robust estimation methods based on M estimator have been proposed to obtain estimators for the parameters of the MOEBXII distribution. We have compared the performance of these methods through a simulation study and real data examples. It is concluded that all the methods considered show identical performance for estimating the parameters of the MOEBXII distribution unless the data set contain outlier. However, the robust estimation methods perform better for the data sets with outlier than ML and LS estimation methods. From both simulation study and real data examples, the e¤ect of outliers on the LS and ML estimates is fairly obvious. Therefore to eliminate the outliers'e¤ects, robust methods can be preferable. There are other robust estimation methods such as Optimal-B robust estimation that can be used to estimate the parameter of the MOEBXII distribution. This will be future work.
